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Abstract

Obliquely propagating ultra!low!frequency electrostatic waves in a self!gravitating uniformly magnetized and inhomogeneous
dusty plasma are investigated using the gyro!kinetic theory for the dynamics of the charged dust grains\ ions and electrons[ The
modes are found to be unstable under certain conditions[ It is noticed that when the perpendicular phase velocity of the mode is
higher than the dust!drift velocity VDd\ "v:k_ Ł VDd#\ the modi_ed dust!acoustic mode due to gravity su}ers Jeans instability and
when v:k_ ³ VDd\ the modi_ed dust!drift mode su}ers universal instability which is due to the diamagnetic drift of dust particles[
The implications of this result for some space and astrophysical situations are also indicated[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

0[ Introduction

There has been a rapidly growing interest in under!
standing wave phenomena in dusty plasma ðplasma with
extremely massive and highly charged dust grains
"Mendis and Rosenberg\ 0883^ Northrop\ 0881^ Goertz\
0878^ Shukla\ 0885^ Verheest\ 0885#Ł from the point of
view of its vital role in laboratory\ space and astro!
physical dusty plasma systems\ such as\ asteroid zones\
planetary atmospheres\ interstellar media\ circumstellar
disks\ dark molecular clouds\ cometary tails\ nebulae\
Earth|s environment\ etc[ These dust grains are invariably
immersed in the ambient plasma and radiative back!
ground[ The interaction of the dust grain with the plasma
is due to the charge carried by it[ The dust grain is charged
by a number of competing processes\ depending upon the
local conditions\ such as\ photoelectric emission stimu!
lated by the ultraviolet radiation\ collisional charging by
electrons and ions\ disruption and secondary emission
due to the Maxwellian stress\ etc[ It has been found that
the presence of static charged dust grains modi_es the
existing plasma wave spectra "de Angelis et al[\ 0878\
0883^ Bingham et al[\ 0880^ Salimullah and Sen\ 0881#\
whereas the dust charge dynamics introduces new eig!
enmodes "e[g[\ dust!acoustic and dustÐionÐacoustic
waves\ dust!lower hybrid waves\ dust!drift waves\ etc[# in
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dusty plasmas "Rao et al[\ 0889^ Shukla and Silin\ 0881^
Rosenberg\ 0882^ D|Angelo\ 0889^ Mendis and Rosen!
berg\ 0881^ Rao\ 0884^ Shukla\ 0882^ Shukla and
Rahman\ 0885^ Salimullah et al[\ 0887^ Barkan et al[\
0884^ Prabhuram and Goree\ 0885^ Shukla et al[\ 0880#[

These collective processes or wave phenomena in dusty
plasmas can be studied in either of the three possible
regimes\ namely\ "i# the electromagnetic force is much
greater than the gravitational force\ "ii# the elec!
tromagnetic force is of the same order of the magnitude
as the gravitational force and "iii# the gravitational force
is much greater than the electromagnetic force[ The case
"i# corresponds to usual laboratory plasma situations
where Coulombic interaction is primarily responsible for
the plasma dielectric behaviour[ The case "ii# corresponds
to planetary atmospheres and interstellar media "Goertz\
0878^ Alfve�n and Mendis\ 0872^ Hartquist et al[\ 0881^
Mendis and Rosenberg\ 0883# where the thickness of the
Jovian ring\ spoke formation in Saturn|s rings\ etc[ are
thought to be due to the balance of these two forces[ The
case "iii# generally corresponds to astrophysical plasmas
where the formation of large!scale structure is attributed
to gravitational condensation "Binney and Tremaine\
0877#[ Accordingly\ Pandey et al[ "0885# examined the
Jeans instability involving dust acoustic waves[ The
e}ects of ion inertia on the self!gravitating instability
have been incorporated by Avinash and Shukla "0883#[
Recently Verheest et al[ "0886# have investigated dust!
acoustic waves in a self!gravitating unmagnetized and
homogeneous dusty plasma taking into account the
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dynamics of dust!grains and ions by ~uid theory[ In the
present work\ we have studied obliquely propagating
ultra!low!frequency electrostatic modes "v\ k#\ which
reduce to the modi_ed dust!acoustic mode for k> Ł k_

and the modi_ed dust!drift mode for k> ð k_\ in a self!
gravitating\ magnetized and inhomogeneous dusty
plasma by the gyro!kinetic approach[ Because of the large
mass of the charged dust grains compared to the ion
masses\ the dust!Larmor!radius can be comparable with
the wavelength of these low!frequency modes involved\
the gyro!kinetic theory we used is an appropriate treat!
ment for _nding _nite Larmor radius "FLR# e}ects\ poss!
ible mode modi_cations and new modes and instabilities[

The work is organized as follows[ In Section 1\ using
gyro!kinetic theory\ we derive a general dispersion
relation for electrostatic modes in a self!gravitating\ mag!
netized\ inhomogeneous and _nite temperature dusty
plasma where the full dynamics of dust particles\ ions
and electrons are considered[ In Section 2\ we analyze the
general dispersion relation for the obliquely propagating
ultra!low!frequency electrostatic mode "v\ k# which rep!
resent the modi_ed dust!acoustic mode for k> Ł k_ and
the modi_ed dust!drift waves for k_ Ł k> in such a dusty
plasma system[ Finally\ a brief discussion is presented in
Section 3[

1[ Gyro!kinetic theory for general dispersion relation

We consider a self!gravitating inhomogeneous dusty
plasma consisting of electrons of number density ne9\
ions of number density ni9 and negatively charged dust
particles of number density nd9 in the presence of an
external static magnetic _eld B9\ where B9 is along the z!
direction "B9 > z¼#[ At equilibrium\ the gravitational force
on the dust grains is balanced by the gradient of the total
plasma pressure and the plasma is assumed to be quasi!
neutral\ i[e[\ ni9"x#� ne9"x#¦Zdnd9"x#\ Zd is the number
of electrons residing on the dust grains[ The size of the
dust grains\ which are considered to be negatively char!
ged point particles and the intergrain distance are
assumed to be very small in comparison with the wave!
length of the mode under consideration in this three!
component dusty plasma model[ We assume constant
charge on the dust grains and thereby neglect the dust
grain charge ~uctuation which can lead to small
additional damping "Melanso� et al[\ 0882# of the waves[
This assumption can be justi_ed for those dusty plasmas
where the charging frequency of the dust grains is very
small in comparison with the frequency of the waves
involved "Salimullah et al[\ 0887^ Tsytovich and Havnes\
0882#[ We also assume here that the dust grain mass is
constant\ the consideration of dust grain mass dis!
tribution can introduce new linear instabilities outside
the ordinary Jeans regime "Meuris et al[\ 0886#[

The self!gravitating magnetized inhomogeneous dusty

plasma response to perturbing _elds can be obtained
from the Vlasov equation expressed in guiding centre
variables "Northrop\ 0852^ Liu and Thripathi\ 0875#\
namely magnetic moment ma �mav

1
a_:1vca\ where ma is

the mass\ va_ is the velocity perpendicular to the magnetic
_eld B9\ vca � qaB9:mac\ qa is the charge and c is the speed
of light\ gyrophase angle ua �tan−0"vay:vax#\ parallel
momentum pa> �mava> "where va> is velocity parallel to
the magnetic _eld B9# and guiding centre coordinates
xag �xa¦va_×vca:v

1
ca]

0
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where Fa"xg\ma\ ua\ pa>\ t# is the distribution function of a

species[We can expand Fa as

Fa �fa9¦fa\ "1#

where fa is the perturbed distribution function and fa9 is
the unperturbed:equilibrium distribution function which
can be taken as Maxwellian "Liu and Thripathi\ 0875#

fa9 �na9 00¦
xag
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0
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where Ln is the density inhomogeneity scale length de_ned
as Ln � na9"x#:"dna9"x#:dx#\ kB is the Boltzmann constant\
Ta is the temperature and vta �"1kBTa:ma#0:1 is the ther!
mal speed[ The temporal behaviour of single charge par!
ticle phase space coordinates\ in the presence of the
~uctuating electrostatic and gravitational potentials\
f"v\ k# and c"v\ k# is governed by the equation of
motion]
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�−
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ma

9 0f¦
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qa
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This guiding centre method of solving the Vlasov equa!
tion for forces other than electromagnetic type in a
plasma was already formulated by di}erent authors\ e[g[\
Northrop "0852#[ Now\ using this modi_ed approach and
following Liu and Thripathi "0883# we obtain the density
perturbation na as

na ¹−
na9qa"f¦mac:qa#

kBTa

×$0¦
v¦k_VDa

k>vta

s
�

n�−�

Z 0
v−nvca

k>vta 1 In"ba# e−ba%\ "4#

where Z is the plasma dispersion function of its
argument\ VDa �v1

ta:1vcaLn^ ba �k1
_v1

ta:1v1
ca^ In is the nth!

order modi_ed Bessel function of its argument ba[ We
assume here that the propagation vector k of the low
frequency "LF# mode "v\ k# lies in the yz plane "i[e[\
k� y¼k_¦z¼k>#[
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Now\ substituting "4# into Poisson|s equations satis_ed
by f and c]

91f�−3ps
a

qana\ "5#

and

91c� 3pGs
a

mana\ "6#

where G is the universal gravitational constant\ we obtain
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Here\ vJa �z3pGmana9 is the Jeans frequency and xa is
the susceptibility of particles a\ given by

xa �
0

k1l1
Da
$0¦

v¦k_VDa

k>vta

s
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Z 0
v−nvca

k>vta 1
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where lDa �zkBTa:3pna9q
1
a is the Debye length[ Thus\

eliminating f and c from eqns "7# and "8# we obtain the
general dispersion relation
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This represents a general dispersion relation for obliquely
propagating electrostatic waves in a self!gravitating\
magnetized\ inhomogeneous\ _nite temperature dusty
plasma[ It should be noted that though from eqn "00#
one can analyze any type of electrostatic mode that may
exist in such a dusty plasma\ in this paper we con_ne
ourselves to an analysis of obliquely propagating ultra!
low!frequency electrostatic modes "v\ k# which are very
important in self!gravitating and inhomogeneous dusty
plasma systems[

2[ Ultra!low!frequency electrostatic modes

To _nd the e}ect of gravitation on the very LF modes
in an inhomogeneous\ self!gravitating and magnetized
dusty plasma\ we now analyze the general dispersion
relation\ given by "00# and investigate obliquely pro!
pagating ultra!low!frequency electrostatic modes where
we assume vðvcd ðvci ðvce\ k>vtd ðvð k>vti ð k>vte\

k_vte\i ðvce\i and k_vtd ³vcd[ Thus considering these
approximations and keeping the gravitational e}ect of
dust particles only "Mahanta et al[\ 0885# "i[e[\ vJe\i :
9#\ we obtain the dispersion relation for an obliquely
propagating ultra!low!frequency electrostatic mode
"v\ k# as
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where G9 � I9 exp "−bd#[
Now\ equating the real part of the dielectric function

to zero "or �9#\ the dispersion relation of the electrostatic
mode "v\ k# under consideration is given by
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Using eqns "01#Ð"03# and the approximations
k>vtd ðvð k>vti ð k>vte\ the damping or growth rate of
the mode under consideration is given by

g�−oi:"1or:1v#

¹−
zp

G9k
1l1

Di 0
v−k_VDi

k>vti 1
v2

k_vVDd¦k1
>v

1
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The dispersion relation "04# shows how the e}ects of
diamagnetic drift and gravitational force modify the
obliquely propagating ultra!low!frequency electrostatic
mode "v\ k# which becomes the modi_ed dust!acoustic
mode for "m:G9bJ#"k>:k_#1"v1

td:V
1
Dd#Ł 0 or k_ : 9 and the

modi_ed dust!drift mode for "m:G9bJ#"k1
>:k

1
_#

"v1
td:V1

Dd#ð 0 or k> : 9[ It is obvious that the eqn "07#
represents the damping rate of the dust!acoustic mode
and the growth rate of the dust!drift mode[ We now
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analyze these dust!acoustic and dust!drift modes in more
detail[

2[0[ Dust!acoustic mode

The dispersion relation for the dust!acoustic mode
"v\ k#\ where k> ¹ k\ k_ : 9 and G9 �0\ can be expressed
from eqn "04# as

v¹
kcdzZdnd9:ni9

z0¦k1l1
Di¦Tine9:Teni9

×00−00¦
0

k1l1
De

¦
0
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v1
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0:1

\ "08#

where cd � "ZdTi:md#0:1 is the dust!acoustic speed[ As
lDe Ł lDi and Tine9:Teni9 ð 0 which means Zdnd9 ¹ ni9\ we
can easily simplify eqn "08# as
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When vJd : 9\ we obtain the usual dust!acoustic mode
v�kcd:z0¦k1l1

Di discussed by a number of authors
"e[g[\ Rao et al[\ 0889#[ It is obvious that the mode
becomes unstable if

v1
Jd ×

k1l1
Div

1
pd

0¦k1l1
Di

[ "10#

Therefore\ for vJd × klDivpd:z0¦k1l1
Di\ the dust!

acoustic mode su}ers Jeans instability discussed recently
by Verheest et al[ "0886#[ However\ it is noticed from eqn
"07# that this mode will also be damped due to the kinetic
e}ect "Landau damping# when v:k_ ×VDi[

2[1[ Dust!drift mode

The dispersion relation for the dust!drift mode "v\ k#
where k_ Ł k>\ can be expressed from eqn "04# as

v¹
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This is the dispersion relation of the dust!drift waves
modi_ed by the e}ects of gravitational force and FLR[
It is obvious that this mode is stable against gravitational
force[ The gravitational force modi_es this dust!drift
mode[ If we neglect e}ects of gravitational force\ i[e[\
vJd : 9 "bJ �0# and the FLR\ this mode can be written
in a simple form as
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This means that Ln increases\ i[e[\ dust inhomogeneity
decreases\ the phase velocity of the wave perpendicular
to the magnetic _eld "B9# decreases[ As Ln :�\ this
mode vanishes[ Thus\ this mode arises only due to the
inhomogeneity in our dusty plasma system[

If we consider a large FLR e}ect\ i[e[\ k_rd Ł 0 and
neglect the gravitational e}ect\ the dispersion relation for
these dust!drift waves becomes

v
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It is seen that the large FLR e}ect "k_rd Ł 0# makes the
perpendicular phase velocity of the waves independent of
the magnetic _eld[ However\ the perpendicular phase
velocity depends on the inhomogeneity scalelength Ln[

It is clear from eqn "07# that if the phase velocity of
the mode perpendicular to the magnetic _eld "v:k_# is
less than the ion!drift velocity "VDi#\ the mode becomes
unstable[ The maximum growth rate gmax of this unstable
mode for v:k_ ³VDi is given by

gmax �
zp

G9k
1l1

Di

v1

k>vti b
VDi

VDdb[ "14#

Thus\ the maximum growth rate gmax increases with ion!
drift velocity[ This means that the drift of ions makes the
mode unstable whereas the drift of the dust particles
makes the mode stable[ It is evident that G9 �0 for
k_rd ð 0 and G9 � "0:zp#"vcd:k_vtd# for k_rd Ł 0[
Therefore\ the strong FLR e}ect increases gmax linearly[
The maximum growth rate in the case k_rd Ł 0 is
zpk_vtd:vcd times higher than that in the case k_rd ð 0[

3[ Discussion

Two types of ultra!low!frequency electrostatic waves\
namely\ the dust!acoustic mode where propagation is
almost along the direction of the external magnetic _eld
and the dust!drift mode\ where propagation is almost
perpendicular to the magnetic _eld\ have been inves!
tigated by employing the gyro!kinetic theory and con!
sidering the fully dynamics of dust particles\ ions and
electrons in a self!gravitating\ inhomogeneous and _nite
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temperature dusty plasma[ The results\ which have been
found in this study\ can be summarized as follows]

"i# The external magnetic _eld\ self!gravitational _eld
and the FLR e}ect modify the dust!acoustic mode[
This mode may become unstable due to the e}ect of
the self!gravitational _eld[ In the most simple case
the criterion of this instability known as Jeans insta!
bility is vJd ×vpdklDi:z0¦k1l1

De ðcf eqn "10#Ł[
"ii# The dust!acoustic mode modi_ed due to the inhom!

ogeneity and the thermalÐkinetic e}ect is found to
be damped ðcf eqn "07#Ł[

"iii# From eqns "12# and "13# we _nd the ultra!low!fre!
quency dust!drift modes due to the inhomogeneity
for weak and strong FLR e}ects\ respectively[ In
both the cases\ the perpendicular phase velocity
decreases with increasing scale length of the inhom!
ogeneity[ This mode disappears for homogeneous
dust grains "i[e[\ Ln :�#[ If the phase velocity per!
pendicular to the magnetic _eld "v:k_# of this mode
is less than the drift velocity of ions VDi\ the mode
becomes unstable[ This instability "known as uni!
versal instability# may only arise in inhomogeneous
plasma due to the kinetic e}ect[ However\ the kinetic
e}ect causes damping of the mode in the homo!
geneous or weakly inhomogeneous dusty plasma[
Moreover\ the FLR e}ect signi_cantly decreases the
phase velocity of this dust!drift mode and thus\
su.ciently increases the growth rate of this unstable
drift mode[

"iv# It is also shown that the drifting of ions makes this
drift mode unstable[ The maximum growth rate of
this instability increases with ion drift velocity but
decreases with dust drift velocity ðcf eqn "14#Ł[

It should be mentioned here that the present inves!
tigation of low!frequency dust!acoustic and dust!drift
mode should be useful not only in understanding elec!
trostatic disturbances in space and astrophysical dusty
plasma systems but also in laboratory experiments for
Coulomb!dust crystallization and dust!coagulation[ It
may be further added that the nonlinear interactions of
these modes and their instabilities are also of much cur!
rent interest[
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